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Abstract

Neuromedin U (NMU) is a potent regulator of food intake and activity in mammals. 1

While some downstream targets of NMU have been localized, connectivity of the neural 2

circuits employing this neuropeptide is largely unknown. In Drosophila, neurons 3

producing the homologous neuropeptide hugin regulate feeding and locomotion in a 4

similar manner and project to structures of the central nervous system analogous to 5

those in which NMU is found. Here, we use EM reconstruction and receptor expression 6

analysis to map the connectome of hugin-producing neurons in the Drosophila larval 7

central nervous system. We show that hugin-producing neurons establish distinct units 8

that are reciprocally connected and share connectivity motifs. One of these units 9

simultaneously employs synaptic as well as peptide-receptor connections to target 10

neuroendocrine cells (NSCs) of the pars intercerebralis, the Drosophila analog of the 11

hypothalamus. These NSCs produce CRH- and insulin-like peptides which are homologs 12

of downstream targets of NMU. Furthermore, most of the hugin-producing neurons, 13

including those that target the NSCs, receive inputs from chemosensory neurons in the 14

subesophageal zone, the brain stem analog in Drosophila. Our data positions hugin 15

neurons as part of a novel sensory-to-endocrine network that may reflect the way NMU 16

operates in mammals. We propose that the hugin neurons interconnecting chemosensory 17

and neuroendocrine organs are part of a physiological control system that has been 18

conserved not only at functional and molecular levels, but at the network architecture 19

level as well. 20

Introduction 21

Multiple studies have demonstrated functional conservation of fundamental hormonal 22

systems for metabolic regulation in mammals and Drosophila, including insulin [1, 2], 23

glucagon [3,4], and leptin [5]. In addition to these predominantly peripherally released 24

peptides there is a range of neuropeptides that are employed within the central nervous 25

systems (CNS) of vertebrates and have homologs in invertebrates, e.g. NPY, CRH, 26

oxytocin/vasopressin [6–10]. Among these, neuromedin U (NMU) is known for its 27

profound effects on feeding behavior and activity. NMU inhibits feeding 28

behavior [11,12], promotes physical activity [13,14], and is involved in energy 29
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homeostasis [15,16] and stress response [17,18]. The Drosophila homolog of NMU, 30

hugin, has recently gained traction due to similar effects on behavior in the fly. 31

Increased hugin signaling inhibits food intake and promotes locomotion [19,20]. In 32

addition, both neuropeptides are also found in analogous regions of the 33

mammalian/Drosophila CNS. NMU is widely distributed in the CNS, with high levels in 34

the arcuate nucleus of the hypothalamus, the pituitary, the medulla oblongata of the 35

brain stem, and the spinal cord [11,21–23]. Hugin is produced by neurons in the 36

subesophageal zone (brain stem) that project to the ring gland (pituitary gland), the 37

pars intercerebralis (hypothalamus) and ventral nerve cord (spinal cord) [24]. Based on 38

morphological, genetic and functional similarities, these regions of the fly brain were 39

suggested to correspond to aforementioned regions of NMU occurrence [25,26] (Fig. 1). 40

Consequently, NMU/hugin has previously been referred to as a clear example of 41

evolutionary constancy of peptide function [27].

Figure 1. Comparison of
mammalian neuromedin U
and Drosophila hugin. A, Dis-
tribution of neuromedin U (NMU)
in the rodent CNS. NMU pep-
tide, NMU-expressing cells and
NMU-positive fibers are found in
brain stem, hypothalamus, pitu-
itary and spinal cord. B, Simi-
larly, hugin is expressed by neu-
rons in the subesophageal zone
(SEZ) that project into the pars
intercerebralis, ring gland and ven-
tral nerve cord. Note that analo-
gous regions in A and B are given
corresponding colors. C,D, In-
creased NMU and hugin signaling
has similar effects: feeding behav-
ior is decreased whereas physical
activity/locomotion is increased.
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Although functional and 43

morphological 44

aspects of neurons 45

employing either neuropeptide 46

have been extensively studied 47

in the past, their connectivity 48

is mostly unknown. 49

While large scale connectomic 50

analyses in vertebrates 51

remain challenging, generation 52

of high resolution connectomes 53

has recently become feasible in 54

Drosophila [28–31]. We took advantage of this and performed an integrated analysis of 55

synaptic and G-protein coupled receptor (GPCR)-mediated connectivity of hugin 56

neurons in the CNS of Drosophila. Our results show that hugin neurons form distinct 57

units, demonstrating that clusters of neurons employing the same neuropeptide can be 58

remarkably different in their synaptic connectivity. One unit of hugin neurons targets 59

cells in the Drosophila analog of the mammalian hypothalamus that produce DH44 (a 60

CRH-like peptide) and Drosophila insulin. Both of these peptides have mammalian 61

homologs that are likewise downstream of NMU [32,33]. Endocrine function is essential 62

to ensure homeostasis of the organism and coordinate fundamental behaviors, such as 63

feeding, mating and reproduction, and acts as integrator of external and internal 64

sensory cues [34]. Consequently, connections between sensory and endocrine systems are 65

found across species [35–38]. We show that hugin neurons receive chemosensory input in 66

the Drosophila analog of the brain stem, thereby linking chemosensory and 67

neuroendocrine systems. 68

Materials and Methods 69

Neuronal Reconstruction. 70

Reconstructions were based on a ssTEM (serial section transmission electron 71

microscope) data set comprising an entire central nervous system and the ring gland of 72

a first-instar Drosophila larva. Generation of this data set was described previously by 73

Ohyama et al (2015) [28]. Neurons’ skeletons were manually reconstructed using a 74

modified version of CATMAID (http://www.catmaid.org) [39]. Hugin-PH (pharynx) 75

neurons were first identified by reconstructing all axons in the prothoracic accessory 76

nerve, through which these neurons exit the CNS towards the pharynx. Similarly, 77

hugin-RG (ring gland) were identified by reconstructing all neurosecretory cells that 78
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target the ring gland. To find the remaining hugin neurons, neighbors of already 79

identified hugin neurons were reconstructed. Among those, the remaining hugin neurons 80

were unambiguously identified based on previously described morphological properties 81

such as projection targets, dendritic arborizations, relative position to each other and 82

prominent landmarks like antennal lobes or nerves [40,41]. The mapped synaptic 83

connections represent fast, chemical synapses matching previously described typical 84

criteria: thick black active zones, pre- (e.g. T-bar, vesicles) and postsynaptic membrane 85

specializations [42]. Hugin inputs and outputs were traced by following the pre- and 86

postsynaptically connected neurites to the respective neurons’ somata or nerve entry 87

sites in sensory axons. Subsequently, all sensory and endocrine neurons synaptically 88

connected to hugin neurons were fully reconstructed. Interneurons were fully 89

reconstructed if (a) homologous neurons were found in both hemispheres/-segments (did 90

not apply to medially unpaired neurons) and (b) at least one of the paired neurons was 91

connected by a minimum of 3 synapses to/from hugin neurons. Neurons that did not fit 92

either criteria were not fully reconstructed and thus excluded from statistical analysis. 93

This resulted in the reconstruction 177 synaptic partners that together covered 94

90%/96% of hugin neurons’ above threshold pre-/postsynaptic sites (S5 Fig). The same 95

parameters were applied to the reconstruction of synaptic partners of medial 96

neurosecretory cells (mNSCs). Morphological plots and example synapse’s volume 97

reconstruction were generated using custom python scripts or scripts for Blender 3D 98

(www.blender.org). The script for a CATMAID-Blender interface is on Github 99

https://github.com/schlegelp/CATMAID-to-Blender. See S6 Neuron atlas of all 100

reconstructed neurons and their connectivity with hugin neurons. 101

Localization of DCVs in respect to synaptic sites. Due to the neuronal 102

reconstructions’ being skeletons instead of volumes, distances were measured from the 103

center of each given dense core vesicle to the center of the closest presynaptic site along 104

the skeleton’s arbors. DCVs within 3000 nm radius around the centers of neurons’ 105

somata were excluded. Data was smoothed for graphical representation (Fig. 8D; bin 106

size 50 nm ). 107

Normalized connectivity similarity score. To compare connectivity between 108

neurons (Fig. 4B), we used a modified version of the similarity score described by 109

Jarrell et al. (2012) [43]: 110

f(Aik, Ajk) = min(Aik, Ajk) − C1max(Aik, Ajk)e−C2min(Aik,Ajk)
111

With the overall connectivity similarity score for vertices i and j in adjacency matrix 112

A being the sum of f(Aik, Ajk) over all connected partners k. C1 and C2 are variables 113

that determine how similar two vertices have to be and how negatively a dissimilarity is 114

punished. Values used were: C1 = 0.5 and C2 = 1. To simplify graphical representation, 115

we normalized the overall similarity score to the minimal (sum of −C1max(Aik, Ajk) 116

over all k) and maximal (sum of max(Aik, Ajk) over all k) achievable values, so that the 117

similarity score remained between 0 and 1. Self-connections (Aii/Ajj) and Aij 118

connections were ignored. 119

Synapse similarity score. To calculate similarity of synapse placement between two 120

neurons, we calculated the synapse similarity score (Fig. 5D): 121

f(is, jk) = e
−dsk

2

2σ2 e
− |n(is)−n(jk)|

n(is)+n(jk)
122

With the overall synapse similarity score for neurons i and j being the average of 123

f(is, jk) over all synapses s of i. Synapse k being the closest synapse of neuron j to 124
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synapses s [same sign (pre-/postsynapse) only]. dsk being the linear distance between 125

synapses s and k. Variable σ determines which distance between s and k is considered 126

as close. n(jk) and n(is) are defined as the number of synapses of neuron j/i that are 127

within a radius ω of synapse k and s, respectively (same sign only). This ensures that in 128

case of a strong disparity between n(is) and n(jk), f(is, jk) will be close to zero even if 129

distance dsk is very small. Values used: σ = ω = 2000 nm. 130

Clustering. Clusters for dendrograms were created based on the mean distance 131

between elements of each cluster using the average linkage clustering method. Clusters 132

were formed at scores of 0.2 for synapse similarity score (Fig. reffig5B,E) and 0.4 for 133

connectivity similarity score (Fig. reffig6D). 134

Synaptic load. Synaptic load was calculated by counting the number of synapses 135

that constitute connections between neuron A and a given set of pre- or postsynaptic 136

partners (e.g. sensory neurons) divided by the total number of either incoming or 137

outgoing synaptic connections of neuron A. 138

Statistics. Statistical analysis was performed using custom Python scripts; graphs 139

were generated using Sigma Plot 12.0 (www.sigmaplot.com) and edited in Adobe Corel 140

Draw X5 (www.corel.com). 141

Generation of CG8784 promoter lines. 142

The CG8784-GAL4::p65 construct (Fig. 7) was created using recombineering 143

techniques [44] in P[acman] bacterial artificial chromosome (BAC) clone 144

CH321-45L05 [45] (obtained from Children’s Hospital Oakland Research Institute, 145

Oakland, CA), containing CG8784 within ≈80 kb of flanking genomic context. A 146

generic landing-site vector was created by flanking the kanamycin-resistance/ 147

streptomycin-sensitivity marker in pSK+-rpsL-kana [46] (obtained from AddGene.org, 148

plasmid #20871) with 5′ and 3′ homology arms (containing GAL4 coding sequences 149

and HSP70 terminator sequences, respectively) amplified from pBPGUw [47]. 150

CG8784-specific homology arms were added to this cassette by PCR using the following 151

primers (obtained as Ultramers from Integrated DNA Technologies, Inc., Coralville, 152

Iowa; the lower-case portions are CG8784-specific targeting sequences, and the 153

capitalized portions match the pBPGUw homology arms): 154

CG8784-F: tggcgtggcgtggagtggatagagtccacaattaatcga

cgacagctagtATGAAGCTACTGTCTTCTATCGAACAAGC

CG8784-R: tttgccgcattacgcatacgcaatggtgtccctcaaaaa

tgccatctcacGATCTAAACGAGTTTTTAAGCAAACTCACTCCC

155

This cassette was recombined into the BAC, replacing the coding portion of the first 156

coding exon, and then full-length GAL4::p65-HSP70 amplified from 157

pBPGAL4.2::p65Uw [48] was recombined into the landing site in a second 158

recombination. Introns and exons following the insertion site were retained in case they 159

contain expression-regulatory sequences, although they are presumably no longer 160

transcribed. Correct recombination was verified by sequencing the recombined regions, 161

and the final BAC was integrated into the third-chromosome attP site VK00033 [49] by 162

Rainbow Transgenic Flies, Inc. (Camarillo, CA). 163

The CG8784-6kb-GAL4 (S4 Fig) was created using standard 164

restriction-digestion/ligation techniques in pCaSpeR-AUG-Gal4-X vector [50]. An 165

approximately 6-kb promoter fragment 5′ of the first coding exon was amplified using 166

the following primers and inserted into a pCaSpeR vector (Addgene.org, plasmid 167

#8378) containing a start codon (AUG) and the Gal4 gene (S4 Fig). 168
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CG8784-6kb-F: AATATCTTG GCAACGAAGTCC

CG8784-6kb-R: AGCTGTCGTCGATTAATTGTG
169

This construct was integrated into the genome via P-element insertion. 170

Immunohistochemistry. 171

For antibody stainings of CG8784-GAL4::p65, larvae expressing 172

JFRC2-10xUAS-IVS-mCD8::GFP [48] driven by CG8784-GAL4::p65 were dissected in 173

PBS. Brains were fixed in 4% formaldehyde in PBS for 1 h, rinsed, blocked in 5%

Figure 2. Morphology of
hugin-producing neurons
and their input and out-
put compartments. A, Four
morphologically distinct classes
of hugin neurons: hugin-PC
(protocerebrum), hugin-VNC
(ventral nerve cord), hugin-RG
(ring gland) and hugin-PH
(pharynx, asterisks mark nerve
exit sites). B, Reconstruction of
all hugin neurons based on an
entire larval brain. C-E, Spatial
distribution of pre-/postsynaptic
sites of all hugin classes. Each
dot in D and E represents a
single synaptic site. Graphs show
distribution along dorsal-ventral
and anterior-posterior axis of the
CNS. Hugin interneurons (hugin-
PC and hugin-VNC) show mixed
input and output compartments,
whereas efferent hugin neurons
(hugin-RG and hugin-PH) show
almost exclusively postsynaptic
sites within the CNS. Note that
presynaptic sites of hugin-RG
neurons (E) are located in the
ring gland.
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normal goat serum, and 175

incubated overnight 176

at 4◦C with primaries: 177

sheep anti-GFP (AbD 178

Serotec #4745-1051), 1:500; 179

rabbit anti-DH44 [51] (gift 180

of Jan Veenstra), 1:1000; rabbit 181

anti-DILP2 [52] (gift of Jan 182

Veenstra), 1:1000; 1:1000; and 183

rabbit anti-DMS [53] (gift of 184

Luc van den Bosch and Liliane 185

Schoofs), 1:500. Tissues were 186

rinsed and incubated overnight 187

at 4◦C in secondaries: Alexa 188

Fluor 488 donkey anti-sheep 189

(Jackson ImmunoResearch, 190

#713-545-147) and rhodamine 191

red-X donkey anti-rabbit 192

(Jackson ImmunoResearch 193

#711-296-152), 194

both 1:500. Brains were 195

rinsed and dehydrated through 196

an ethanol-xylene series, 197

mounted in DPX, and scanned 198

on a Zeiss LSM 510 confocal 199

microscope. For antibody 200

stainings of CG8784-6kb-GAL4, 201

larvae expressing 202

10XUAS-mCD8::GFP 203

(Bloomington, #32184) driven 204

by CG8784(6kb)-GAL4 were 205

dissected in PBS. Brains were 206

fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde 207

for 30 minutes, rinsed, 208

blocked in 5% normal goat 209

serum, and incubated overnight 210

at 4◦C with primaries: 211

goat anti-GFP-FITC 212

(abcam, ab26662), 213

1:500; rabbit anti-DH44 (gift of 214

Jan Veenstra), 1:1000; guinea 215

pig anti-Dilp2 (Pankratz lab), 216

1:500 and rabbit anti-DMS (gift 217
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of Luc van den Bosch and Liliane Schoofs), 1:500. Tissues were rinsed and incubated 218

overnight at 4◦C in secondaries: anti-rabbit Alexa Fluor 633 (Invitrogen, A-21070) and 219

anti-guinea pig Alexa Fluor 568 (Invitrogen, A-11075), both 1:500. Brains were rinsed, 220

mounted in Mowiol (Roth, 0713), and scanned on a Zeiss LSM 710 confocal microscope. 221

Results 222

Morphology of hugin-producing neurons and their input and 223

output compartments. 224

The hugin gene is expressed in only 20 neurons in the CNS. This population comprises 225

interneurons, which are confined within the CNS, as well as efferent neurons, which 226

leave the CNS. The interneuron type can be subdivided into those projecting to the 227

protocerebrum (hugin-PC, 8 neurons) or the ventral nerve cord (hugin-VNC, 4 neurons). 228

The efferent type can be subdivided into those projecting to the ring gland (hugin-RG, 229

4 neurons) or the pharynx (hugin-PH, 4 neurons) (Fig. 2A) [41]. Based on these 230

morphological features, we first reconstructed all hugin neurons in a ssTEM volume 231

covering an entire larval CNS and the major neuroendocrine organ, the ring gland

Figure 3. Hugin neurons
synapse axo-axonically recip-
rocally within-class but not
across-class. A, Connectivity
matrix of hugin to hugin connec-
tions. Each row indicates number
of synaptic connections of given
hugin neuron to other hugin neu-
rons. Connections that could not
be recapitulated for both hemiseg-
ments are grayed out. Numbers
in colored boxes give incoming (x-
axis) and outgoing (y-axis) synap-
tic load (% of synapses) of the
respective hugin neuron. Hugin
to hugin contacts are made be-
tween hugin interneurons of the
same class, not between classes
(see schematic). Note that ef-
ferent hugin neurons, hugin-RG
and hugin-PH, do not have presy-
naptic sites. B, Distribution of
hugin-hugin synapses. Synapses
connecting hugin-PC to hugin-PC
and hugin-VNC to hugin-VNC
neurons are axi-axonic. Only
neurons of one hemisegment are
shown.
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(Fig. 1B; see materials and methods 233

for details). We then localized 234

synaptic sites, which could be 235

readily identified as optically dense 236

structures [42]. Comparing neurons 237

of the same class, we found the 238

number as well as the distribution 239

of pre- and postsynaptic sites to be 240

very similar among hugin neurons 241

of the same class (Fig. 2C-E). 242

Presynaptic sites are generally 243

defined as having small clear core 244

vesicles (SCVs) containing classic 245

small molecule transmitter for 246

fast synaptic transmission close to 247

the active zone [42]. Efferent hugin 248

neurons (hugin-RG and hugin-PH) 249

showed only few small presynaptic 250

sites (< 1 average/neuron) 251

within the CNS and we did not 252

observe any SCVs. For hugin-RG 253

neurons, we did find presynaptic 254

sites but outside the CNS at their 255

projection target, the ring gland. 256

Many of these presynaptic sites had 257

no corresponding postsynaptic sites 258

in adjacent neurons. Instead they 259

bordered haemal space indicating 260

neuroendocrine release (S1 Fig 261

A). The configuration of hugin-PH 262

terminals is unknown as their 263

peripheral target was not part of the 264

ssTEM volume. For the interneuron 265

classes (hugin-PC and hugin-VNC), 266
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we found such SCVs at larger presynaptic sites, indicating that they employ classic 267

neurotransmitter in addition to the hugin peptide (S1 Fig B,C). Hugin-PC and 268

hugin-VNC neurons’ projections represent mixed synaptic input-output compartments 269

as they both showed pre- as well as postsynaptic sites along their neurites (Fig. 2D,E). 270

Figure 4. Each hugin class
is part of a distinct micro-
circuit, weakly or not at all
connected to those of the
other classes. A Exemplary
pre- and postsynaptic partners of
a single hugin neuron. B, Overlap
of synaptic partners of individual
hugin neurons as measured by
connectivity similarity score.
High similarity score indicates a
large fraction of shared synaptic
partners connected by similar
numbers of synapses. Neurons
are ordered by dendrogram of
similarity score of pre- (x-axis)
and postsynaptic (y-axis) part-
ners. Matrix shows combined
pre- and postsynaptic similarity
score. Self-self comparisons were
omitted (asterisks). Hugin classes
connect to unique sets of pre- and
postsynaptic partners. Neurons
of each hugin class have the same
synaptic partners and there is
little to no overlap with other
classes (see schematic). C, All
pre- and postsynaptic partners
by hugin class. Neurons are
color-coded based on total num-
ber of synapses to given hugin
class [minimum=1; maximum
(pre-/postsynaptic): hugin-
PC=52/16, hugin-VNC=21/18,
hugin-RG=39/none, hugin-
PH=23/none]. Hugin-RG and
hugin-PH neurons do not have
postsynaptic partners within the
CNS.
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All hugin neurons 271

receive inputs within 272

the subesophageal 273

zone [SEZ, previously 274

called subesophageal 275

ganglion (SOG)], 276

a chemosensory 277

center that also houses 278

the basic neuronal 279

circuits generating 280

feeding behavior [54]. 281

However, 282

only the hugin-PC 283

neurons showed 284

considerable numbers 285

of synaptic outputs 286

in the SEZ, thus 287

making these neurons 288

good candidates 289

for previously 290

reported effects 291

on feeding [20,55] 292

(Fig. 2E). 293
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Hugin classes form distinct units that share synaptic partners. 294

Reconstruction of hugin neurons and localization of synaptic sites revealed that neurons 295

of the two interneuron classes, hugin-PC and hugin-VNC, were reciprocally connected to 296

ipsilateral neurons of the same class (Fig. 3A, S1 Fig E,F). These axo-axonic synaptic 297

connections made up a significant fraction of each neuron’s synaptic load (% of total 298

synapses), implying that their activity might be coordinately regulated. 299

We therefore further explored the different classes within the population of 300

hugin-producing neurons, asking whether hugin classes establish functional units or 301

whether they are independently wired. To this end, we reconstructed 177 pre- and 302

postsynaptic partners of hugin neurons (Fig. 4A, see materials and methods for details). 303

First, we found that neurons of the same hugin class were connected to the same pre- 304

and postsynaptic partners. Furthermore, most synaptic partners were connected 305

exclusively to neurons of a single hugin class (Fig. 4B). However, within each hugin 306

class, connectivity was not entirely stereotyped as the number of synapses from/to 307

single hugin neurons varied for each pre- or postsynaptic partner (S2 Fig). Second, pre- 308

and postsynaptic partners of each hugin class resided in different parts of the CNS (Fig. 309

4C). These findings show that neurons of each hugin class form complex microcircuits 310

that are largely separate from one another. 311

Hugin neurons receive chemosensory synaptic input. 312

Hugin neurons have a significant number of incoming synapses (63 +/- 22%) within the 313

SEZ. This region in the CNS is analogous to the brainstem and represents a first order 314

chemosensory center that receives input from various sensory organs [25]. We therefore 315

searched for sensory inputs to hugin neurons and found a total of 57 afferent neurons 316

that made synaptic contacts onto hugin neurons (Fig. 5A). Two major groups emerged: 317

a larger, morphologically heterogeneous group consisting of afferent neurons projecting 318

through one of the pharyngeal nerves, the antennal nerve and, unexpectedly, a second, 319

more homogeneous group entering the CNS through abdominal (but not thoracic) 320

nerves. We observed that the reconstructed afferent presynaptic partners of hugin 321

neurons covered different parts of the SEZ. Thus, we sought to cluster these afferent 322

neurons by computing the similarity in spatial distribution of their synaptic sites, 323

termed synapse similarity score. 324

Clustering based on synapse similarity score resulted in 7 different groups, each of 325

them covering distinct parts of the SEZ (Fig. 5B; see material and methods for details). 326

To address the issue of the origin of identified sensory inputs, we compared our data 327

with previous descriptions of larval sensory neurons. It is well established that 328

abdominal nerves innervate internal and external sensory organs of the peripheral 329

nervous system. This includes proprioceptive (chordotonal), tactile, nociceptive (multi 330

dendritic neurons) and a range of sensory neurons whose function is yet 331

unknown [56–58]. To our knowledge no abdominal sensory neurons with projections 332

into the SEZ such as the one observed presynaptic to hugin have been described. 333

However, the majority of afferent neurons synapsing onto hugin neurons stems from the 334

antennal nerve. This pharyngeal nerve carries the axons of gustatory receptor neurons 335

(GRNs) from internal pharyngeal sensilla as well as those of olfactory receptor neurons 336

(ORNs) and other GRNs from the external sensory organs (Fig. 5C,D) [59,60]. For 337

ORNs, it is well established that they target specific areas of the antennal lobes - the 338

Drosophila neuropil corresponding to the mammalian olfactory bulb - and thus partition 339

this neuropil into multiple glomeruli [60]. For GRNs and their target neuropil, the SEZ, 340

a similar organization exists although it has been studied in less detail [59, 61]. None of 341

the afferent inputs to hugin neurons are ORNs since they are not associated with the 342

antennal lobes (S3 Fig). 343
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Instead, the antennal nerve neurons exhibited strong morphological similarities with 344

the large, heterogeneous population of GRNs [59,62]. We thus compared our groups 345

with previously defined light microscopy-based gustatory compartments of the SEZ [59]. 346

Groups 2 and 6, which cover the anterior-medial SEZ, likely correspond to two areas 347

described as the target of GRNs from internal pharyngeal sensilla only (Fig. 5D). The 348

remaining groups were either not previously described or difficult to unambiguously 349

align with known areas. Our division into groups is also reflected at the level of their 350

connectivity to hugin neurons: sensory neurons of group 1 have synaptic connections to 351

both hugin-PC and hugin-VNC neurons. Groups 2-5, encompassing the previously 352

described pharyngeal sensilla, are almost exclusively connected to hugin-PC neurons. 353
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Figure 5. Each class of hugin neurons receives inputs from distinct subsets of sensory neurons. A, Sensory 355

inputs to hugin neurons enter the CNS via the antennal nerve (arrowheads) and abdominal nerves (asterisks). Neurons are 356

color-coded based on total number of synapses to hugin neurons. B, Morphology of sensory neurons clustered based on a 357

synapse similarity score computed from the spatial overlap of synaptic sites between two neurons. C, Potential origins of 358

sensory inputs onto hugin neurons. The antennal nerve collects sensory axons from the dorsal organ ganglion (DOG) and 359

pharyngeal sensilla. Abdominal nerves carry afferents from the abdominal segments of the peripheral nervous system 360

(PNS). D, Target areas of antennal nerve chemosensory organs in the subesophageal zone (SEZ). Olfactory receptor 361

neurons (ORNs) terminate in the antennal lobes (AL). Gustatory receptor neurons (GRNs) from different sensory organs 362

cover distinct parts of the SEZ. Modified from [59].E, Connectivity matrix of sensory neurons onto hugin. Sensory neurons 363

are ordered by dendrogram of synapse similarity score and rearranged to pair corresponding cluster of left (L) and right 364

(R) hemisegment. Each row of the matrix shows the number of synaptic connections onto a single hugin neuron. Numbers 365

in gray boxes along y-axis give percentage of synaptic input onto each hugin neuron represented as one neuron per row. 366

Shows only sensory neurons that have at least a single more-than-2-synapse connection to hugin neurons. See text for 367

further details. 368

Group 6 sensory neurons make few synapses onto hugin-RG neurons. Group 7, 369

encompassing the abdominal afferent neurons, is primarily presynaptic to hugin-VNC 370

(Fig. 5E). 371

Overall, the efferent type hugin neurons, hugin-PH and hugin-RG, receive little to no 372

sensory input. In contrast, the interneuron type hugin neurons, hugin-PC and 373

hugin-VNC, receive a significant fraction of their individual incoming synaptic load (up 374

to 39%) from sensory neurons. Summarizing, we found two out of four types of hugin 375

neurons to receive synaptic input from a large heterogeneous but separable population 376

of sensory neurons, many of which are GRNs from external and internal sensory organs. 377

Dual synaptic and peptide-receptor connection to the 378

neuroendocrine system. 379

NMU has been well studied in the context of its effect on the hypothalamo-pituitary 380

axis. We therefore looked for analogous motifs among the downstream targets of hugin 381

neurons. The cluster of hugin-PC neurons project their neurites from the SEZ to the 382

protocerebrum, terminating around the pars intercerebralis. Medial neurosecretory cells 383

(mNSCs) in this area constitute the major neuroendocrine center in the CNS, analogous 384

to the mammalian hypothalamus, and target the neuroendocrine organ of Drosophila, 385

the ring gland [26]. Three different types of mNSCs produce distinct neuropeptides in a 386

non-overlapping manner: 3 mNSCs produce diuretic hormone 44 (DH44), 2 mNSCs 387

produce Dromyosuppressin (DMS) and 7 mNSCs produce Drosophila insulin-like 388

peptides (Dilps, thus called insulin-producing cells [IPCs]) (Fig. 6A) [63]. We found 389

that hugin-PC neurons make extensive synaptic connections onto most but not all of the 390

mNSCs (Fig. 6B; S1 Fig G,H). mNSCs of the pars intercerebralis derive from the same 391

neuroectodermal placodes and develop through symmetric cell division [64]. Among the 392

mNSCs, IPCs have been best studied: they have ipsilateral descending arborizations 393

into the SEZ and project contralaterally into the ring gland [2]. In contrast, morphology 394

of DH44- or DMS-producing mNSCs has been described in less detail. We found all 395

reconstructed mNSCs to have the exact same features, rendering them morphologically 396

indistinguishable (Fig. 6C). To assign identities to the reconstructed mNSCs, we 397

hypothesized that, similar to hugin neurons, the three types of mNSCs would differ in 398

their choice of synaptic partners. We therefore reconstructed all presynaptic partners 399

and calculated the connectivity similarity score between the mNSCs. Clustering with 400

this similarity in connectivity resulted in three groups comprising 3, 2 and 7 neurons, 401

coinciding with the number of neurons of the known types of mNSCs. We thus suggest 402

that the group of 3 represents DH44-producing cells, the group of 2 represents 403

DMS-producing cells and the group of 7 represents the IPCs (Fig. 6D). 404
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Figure 6. Hugin-PC neurons
synaptically connect to all
insulin-producing neurose-
cretory neurons. A, Schematic
of medial neurosecretory cells
(mNSCs) located in the pars inter-
cerebralis (PI). mNSCs produce
Drosophila insulin-like peptides
(Dilps), diuretic hormone 44
(DH44) and Dromyosuppressin
(DMS). B, EM-reconstruction of
all mNSCs. Hugin-PC neurons
make axo-axonic synapses onto
mNSCs. C, All mNSC are sibling
neurons derived from the same
neuroectodermal placode via
symmetric cell division. Ipsi-
lateral siblings present similar
arborizations, making morpholog-
ical identification impossible. D,
Connectivity matrix of hugin-PC
to mNSCs. mNSCs are ordered
by dendrogram of connectivity
similarity of all presynaptic
partners. Proposed identity is
based on connectivity similarity
clustering into groups of 3 DH44-,
2 DMS- and 7 Dilps-producing
cells (see text for details). In
the matrix, each row indicates
number of synapses from a single
hugin-PC neuron onto a mNSCs.
Numbers in boxes give percentage
of outgoing/incoming synaptic
load (% of total synapses) rep-
resented in each column or row,
respectively. E, Connectivity
between presynaptic partners of
hugin-PC neurons and mNSCs.
Each column across all four
graphs represents a presynaptic
partner of hugin-PC. Graphs
show average number of synapses
to hugin-PC, DH44-, DMS-
and Dilps-producing neurons
of given presynaptic partner.
Whiskers represent standard
deviation. hugin-PC neurons
share inputs with Dilps- and
DMS-producing neurons but not
with DH44-producing neurons.
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On this basis, hugin-PC neurons make extensive synaptic contacts to the IPCs but 406

less so to DMS- and DH44-producing mNSCs. Overall, synapses between hugin-PC 407

neurons onto mNSCs constitute a large fraction of their respective synaptic loads 408

(hugin-PC: up to 35%; mNSCs: up to 17%). In support of a tight interconnection 409

between hugin neurons and these neuroendocrine neurons, we found that most of 410

hugin-PC neurons’ presynaptic partners are at the same time also presynaptic to 411

mNSCs (Fig. 6E). These findings demonstrate that the neuroendocrine system is a 412

major target of hugin neurons. 413

Unlike the small molecule messengers used for fast synaptic transmission, 414

neuropeptides - such as hugin - are thought to be released independent of synaptic 415

membrane specializations and are able to diffuse a considerable distance before binding 416

their respective receptors. However, it has been proposed that neuropeptides released 417

from most neurons act locally on cells that are either synaptically connected or 418

immediately adjacent [65]. We therefore asked whether the synaptic connections 419

between hugin-PC neurons and mNSCs would have a matching peptide-receptor 420
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connection. The hugin gene encodes a prepropeptide that is post-translationally 421

processed to produce an eight-amino-acid neuropeptide, termed Pyrokinin-2 (PK-2) or 422

hugin neuropeptide [66]. This hugin neuropeptide has been shown to activate the 423

Drosophila G-Protein coupled receptor (GPCR) CG8784/PK2-R1 in mammalian cell 424

systems, but the identities of the target neurons expressing the receptor remain 425

unknown [67]. To address this, we used two independent methods to generate transgenic 426

fly lines, CG8784-GAL4::p65 and CG8784-6kb-GAL4, driving expression under control 427

of putative CG8784 regulatory sequences (Fig. 7A; S4 Fig). Both CG8784 GAL4 lines 428

drive expression of a GFP reporter in a prominent cluster of cells in the pars 429

intercerebralis. Double stainings show that this expression co-localizes with the peptides 430

produced by the three types of mNSCs: Dilp2, DH44 and DMS (Fig. 7B-D; S4 Fig). 431

These findings indicate that hugin-PC neurons employ both classical synaptic 432

transmission and peptidergic signaling to target neurons of the neuroendocrine center. 433

PI
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CG8784::p65

DH44
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CG8784::p65

DMS

Dilp2

CG8784::p65
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Overlay Overlay Overlay
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1kb

BAC clone: hugin receptor PK2-R1 (CG8784) locus 
+ 80kb flanking genomic context 

VK00033 Chr. 3 L

B

434

435

Figure 7. Hugin neurons target neurosecretory cells via peptide-receptor transmission in 436

addition to synaptic connections. A, Promoter-based hugin receptor PK2-R1 driver line CG8784- 437

Gal4::p65 was generated by replacing the first coding exon of the CG8784 loci with GAL4 in a BAC 438

clone containing 80kb flanking genomic context and integrating the final BAC into attP site VK00033. 439

B, CG8784-Gal4::p65 drives expression in cells of the pars intercerebralis (PI). C, Co-staining with 440

Drosophila insulin-like peptide 2 (Dilp2), diuretic hormone 44 (DH44) and Dromyosuppressin (DMS). 441

These peptides are produced by medial neurosecretory cells (mNSCs) in a non-overlapping manner. 442

CG8784-Gal4::p65 drives expression in all mNSCs of the PI. Scale bars in A and B represent 10 µm. 443

Neuropeptides are produced in the soma and packaged into dense core vesicles 444

(DCVs) before being transported to their release sites [65]. We found 98% of the 445

synapses between hugin-PC and mNSCs to have DCVs within 1000 nm radius to the 446

presynaptic sites (average # of DCVs/synapse: 15.5), opening up the possibility of 447

co-transmission of peptide and classical neurotransmitter [68] (Fig. 8A). Further 448

exploring the spatial relationship between DCVs and synapses, we observed that for 449

both interneuron type hugin classes (hugin-PC and hugin-VNC) DCVs localized close to 450

presynaptic sites. This was often the case at local swellings along the main neurites 451

which featured multiple pre- and postsynaptic sites, as well as close-by DCVs (Fig. 452

8B,C). It is conceivable that such complex local synaptic circuitry might enable local 453

peptide release. Next, we measured the distance to the closest presynaptic site for each 454

DCV. The majority of DCVs in hugin-PC and hugin-VNC neurons was localized within 455

approximately 2000 nm from the next presynaptic site (Fig. 8D). However, most DCVs 456
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were probably too distant from presynaptic sites to be synaptically released, suggesting 457

para- and non-synaptic release [69,70] (S1 FigD). 458

Taken together, these findings show that the neuroendocrine system is indeed a 459

major downstream target of hugin neurons and that this is achieved by a combination 460

of synaptic and GPCR-mediated peptidergic transmission (Fig. 8E). 461

Figure 8. Dense core vesicles
localize close to but not at
presynaptic sites. A, Volume
reconstruction of example synapse
between hugin-PC neuron and me-
dial neurosecretory cells (mNSCs)
producing Drosophila insulin-like
peptides (Dilps) shows dense core
vesicles (DCV) in the vicinity of
synaptic densities. Scale bar rep-
resents 100 µm. B,C, Distribu-
tion of pre- and postsynaptic sites
and DCVs for a single hugin-PC
(B) and hugin-VNC (C) neuron.
DCVs localize close to presynap-
tic sites. Scale bars represent 10
µm (overview) and 1 µm (inlets).
D, For each DCV the distances to
the closest presynaptic was calcu-
lated. Graph shows percentage
of DCVs within given distance
to closest presynaptic site. Vesi-
cles in the soma and the prox-
imal part of the main neurite
were excluded. Only a small frac-
tion of DCVs are in very close
proximity to presynaptic sites, in-
dicating para- and non-synaptic
rather than synaptic release. Note
that hugin-RG and hugin-PH neu-
rons were excluded due to lack
of presynaptic sites within the
CNS. Dashed vertical lines mark
50% fraction. Envelopes repre-
sent standard deviation. E, Sum-
marizing schematic and model.
Hugin-PC neurons make classical
chemical synapses almost exclu-
sively onto Dilps-producing mN-
SCs. Additionally, all mNSCs
express hugin receptor PK2-R1
(CG8784) and are often in close
vicinity to hugin neurites, allow-
ing para- or non-synaptically re-
leased hugin neuropeptide to bind.
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Discussion 462

Organizational principles of peptidergic networks. 463

Almost all neurons in Drosophila being uniquely identifiable and stereotyped enabled us 464

to identify and reconstruct a set of 20 peptidergic neurons in an ssTEM volume 465

spanning an entire larval CNS [71,72]. These neurons produce the neuropeptide hugin 466

and have previously been grouped into four classes based on their projection targets 467

(Fig. 2A) [41]. Our analysis allows detailed comparisons between neurons of the same 468

class to address why the CNS sustains multiple copies of morphologically very similar 469

neurons. We found that neurons of the same morphological class (a) were very similar 470

with respect to the distribution of synaptic sites, (b) shared a large fraction of their pre- 471

and postsynaptic partners and (c) in case of the interneuron classes (hugin-PC and 472

hugin-VNC), neurons were reciprocally connected along their axons with other neurons 473

of the same class. Similar features have been described for a population of neurons 474

which produce crustacean cardioactive peptide (CCAP) in Drosophila [73]. The 475

reciprocal connections as well as the overlap in synaptic partners indicate that the 476

activity of neurons within each interneuron class is coordinately regulated and could 477

help sustain persistent activity within the population. In the mammalian pyramidal 478

network of the medial prefrontal cortex, reciprocal connectivity between neurons is 479

thought to contribute to the networks robustness by synchronizing activity within 480

subpopulations and to support persistent activity [74]. In the hypothalamus, 481

interconnectivity and shared synaptic inputs, as described here for each hugin class, has 482

been demonstrated for peptidergic neurons producing gonadotropin-releasing hormone 483

(GnRH) and oxytocin [75, 76]. Likewise, this is thought to synchronize neuronal activity 484

and allow periodic bursting. 485

In addition, our results reinforce previous findings that specific phenotypes can be 486

assigned to certain classes of hugin neurons: hugin-VNC neurons were shown to increase 487

locomotion motor rhythms whereas the effect on feeding behavior has been attributed 488

to one or more of the other hugin classes [20]. In accordance with this, we found that all 489

hugin classes have their own unique sets of postsynaptic partners. This suggests that 490

not only hugin-VNC but all hugin classes have specific, separable effects. One 491

conceivable scenario would have been that each hugin class mediates specific aspects of 492

an overall ”hugin phenotype”. This would require that under physiological conditions 493

all hugin classes are coordinately active. However, we did not find any evidence of such 494

coordination on the level of synaptic connectivity. Instead, each hugin class forms an 495

independent microcircuit with its own pre- and postsynaptic partners. We thus predict 496

that each class of hugin-producing neurons has a distinct context in which it is relevant 497

for the organism. 498

Co-transmission of neuropeptide and small molecule 499

transmitter. 500

A neural network is a highly dynamic structure and is subject to constant change, yet it 501

is constrained by its connectivity and operates within the framework defined by the 502

connections made between its neurons [77]. On one hand this connectivity is based on 503

anatomical connections formed between members of the network, namely synapses and 504

gap junctions. On the other hand, there are non-anatomical connections that do not 505

require physical contact due to the signaling molecules, such as 506

neuropeptides/-hormones, being able to travel considerable distances before binding 507

their receptors [65]. Our current integrated analysis of the operational framework for a 508

set of neurons genetically defined by the expression of a common neuropeptide, positions 509

hugin-producing neurons as a novel component in the regulation of neuroendocrine 510
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activity and the integration of sensory inputs. We show that most hugin neurons receive 511

chemosensory input in the subesophageal zone, the brainstem analog of Drosophila [25]. 512

Of these, one class is embedded into a network whose downstream targets are medial 513

neuroendocrine cells (mNSCs) of the pars intercerebralis, a region analog to the 514

mammalian hypothalamus [26]. We found that hugin neurons target mNSCs by two 515

mechanisms. First, by classic synaptic transmission using a yet-to-be-identified small 516

molecule transmitter as indicated by the occurrence of small clear core vesicles at 517

presynaptic sites. Second, by non-anatomical transmission using a peptide-receptor 518

connection, as demonstrated by the expression of hugin receptor PK2-R1 (CG8784) in 519

mNSCs. Strikingly, while PK2-R1 is expressed in all mNSCs, synaptic connections are 520

made only between hugin neurons and a subset of mNSCs. Given that all mNSCs are 521

morphologically similar, this implies the involvement of cell-cell-recognition mechanisms 522

to ensure establishment of the correct synaptic connections. This mismatch in synaptic 523

vs. peptide targets among the NSCs suggests an intricate influence of hugin-producing 524

neurons on this neuroendocrine center. In favor of a complex regulation is that those 525

mNSCs that are synaptically connected to hugin neurons also express a pyrokinin-1 526

receptor (PK1-R, CG9918) which, like PK2-R1, is related to mammalian neuromedin U 527

receptors [78–80]. There is some evidence that PK1-R might also be activated by the 528

hugin neuropeptide, adding another regulatory layer [79].

Figure 9. Summary of
hugin connectivity and hypo-
thetical implications for neu-
romedin U in mammals. A,
Hugin neurons link chemosen-
sory neurons that enter the sube-
sophageal zone (SEZ) and neu-
roendocrine cells of the pars
intercerebralis by synaptic as
well as peptide-receptor connec-
tions. B, The effect of neu-
romedin U (NMU) on feeding
and physical activity originates
in the hypothalamus where it
causes release of corticotropin-
releasing hormone (CRH). CRH
is a homolog of diuretic hormone
44 (DH44) in Drosophila which
is downstream target of hugin.
NMU-positive fibers have been
found in a chemosensory center of
the medulla. It remains to be seen
if, similar to hugin neuron, NMU
neurons serve as a link between
chemosensory and neuroendocrine
system.
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The concept of 530

multiple messenger 531

molecules within 532

a single neuron is well 533

established and appears 534

to be widespread among 535

many organisms and 536

neuron types [68,81–84]. 537

Nevertheless, there are 538

only very few examples of 539

simultaneous employment 540

of neuropeptide and 541

small molecule transmitter 542

in which specific targets of 543

both messengers have been 544

investigated at single cell 545

level. Reminiscent of our 546

observations is the situation in the frog sympathetic ganglia, where preganglionic 547

neurons use both acetylcholine (ACh) and a neuropeptide to target so-called C cells but 548

only the neuropeptide additionally targets B cells. In both targets the neuropeptide 549

elicits late, slow excitatory postsynaptic potentials [85]. It is conceivable that 550

hugin-producing neurons act in a similar manner by exerting a slow but longer lasting 551

effect on all mNSC and a fast, transient effect exclusively on synaptically connected 552

mNSC. 553

In addition to the different timescales that neuropeptides and small molecule 554

transmitters operate on, they can also be employed under different circumstances. It is 555

commonly thought that low frequency neuronal activity is sufficient to trigger fast 556

transmission using small molecule transmitters, whereas slow transmission employing 557

neuropeptides require high frequency activity [68]. Hugin-producing neurons could 558

employ peptidergic transmission only as a result of strong excitatory (e.g. sensory) 559

input. However there are cases in which base activity of neurons is already sufficient for 560

graded neuropeptide release. Aplysia ARC motor neurons employ ACh as well as 561

neuropeptides and ACh is released at lower firing rates than the neuropeptide. 562
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Nevertheless, peptide release already occurs at the lower end of the physiological 563

activity of those neurons [86,87]. It remains to be seen how synaptic and peptidergic 564

transmission in hugin neurons relate to each other. The present study is one of very few 565

detailed descriptions of differential targets of co-transmission and - to our knowledge - 566

the first of its kind in Drosophila. We hope these findings in a genetically tractable 567

organism will provide a basis for elucidating some of the intriguing modes of action of 568

peptidergic neurons. 569

Hugin as functional homolog of central neuromedin U. 570

The mammalian homolog of hugin, neuromedin U (NMU), is found in the CNS as well 571

as in the gastrointestinal tract [22]. Its two receptors, NMUR1 and NMUR2, show 572

differential expression. NMUR2 is abundant in the brain and the spinal cord whereas 573

NMUR1 is expressed in peripheral tissues, in particular in the gastrointestinal tract [88]. 574

Both receptors mediate different effects of NMU. The peripheral NMUR1 is expressed 575

in pancreatic islet β cells in humans and allows NMU to potently suppress 576

glucose-induced insulin secretion [78]. The same study also showed that Limostatin 577

(Lst) is a functional homolog of this peripheral NMU in Drosophila: Lst is expressed by 578

glucose-sensing, gut-associated endocrine cells and suppresses the secretion of 579

insulin-like peptides. The second, centrally expressed NMU receptor, NMUR2, is 580

necessary for the effect of NMU on food intake and physical activity [18,89]. In this 581

context, NMU is well established as a factor in regulation of the hypothalamo-pitiutary 582

axis [32,33] and has a range of effects in the hypothalamus, the most important being 583

the release of corticotropin-releasing hormone (CRH) [17, 90]. We show that a subset of 584

hugin-producing neurons targets the pars intercerebralis, the Drosophila analog of the 585

hypothalamus, in a similar fashion: neuroendocrine target cells in the pars 586

intercerebralis produce a range of peptides, including diuretic hormone 44 which belongs 587

to the insect CRH-like peptide family [51] (Fig. 9). Given these similarities, we argue 588

that hugin is a functional homolog of central NMU just as Lst is a functional homolog 589

of peripheral NMU. Demonstration that central NMU and hugin circuits share similar 590

features beyond targeting neuroendocrine centers, e.g. the integration of chemosensory 591

inputs, will require further studies on NMU regulation and connectivity. 592

Previous work on vertebrate and invertebrate neuroendocrine centers suggests that 593

they evolved from a simple brain consisting of cells with dual sensory/neurosecretory 594

properties, which later diversified into optimized single-function cells [36]. There is 595

evidence that despite the increase in neuronal specialization and complexity, 596

connections between sensory and endocrine centers have been conserved throughout 597

evolution [35,37,38]. We argue that the connection between endocrine and 598

chemosensory centers provided by hugin neurons represents such a conserved circuit 599

that controls basic functions like feeding, locomotion, energy homeostasis and sex. 600

In summary, our findings should encourage research in other model systems, such as 601

the involvement of NMU and NMU homologs in relaying chemosensory information onto 602

endocrine systems. 603

Supporting Information 604

Please see supplemental PDF for figures. 605

S1 Fig 606

Examples of synaptic sites in the ssTEM volume. A, Presynaptic density of a 607

hugin-RG neuron bordering haemal space within the ring gland. B,C, Examples of 608
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presynaptic sites with small clear core vesicles for a hugin-PC and hugin-VNC neuron. 609

D, Example of a presynaptic site with close-by dense core vesicles. E,F, Examples of 610

synaptic connections between hugin neurons. G,H, Examples of synaptic connections 611

from hugin-PC neurons onto insulin-producing cells (IPCs). Scale bars represent 100nm. 612

S2 Fig 613

Number of synapses constituting connections to/from a shared partners 614

varies within each hugin class. Each data point represents a pre- or postsynaptic 615

partner of neurons of given hugin class. Most of these partners connect to all hugin 616

neurons of a single class but these connections vary in the number of synaptic contacts 617

they constitute. Plotted is the average number of synapses over all hugin neurons of 618

that class against the standard deviation. 619

S3 Fig 620

Clustered synapses of sensory inputs to hugin neurons cover discrete parts 621

of the subesophageal zone. Distribution of synaptic sites of afferent neurons as 622

clustered in Fig 5. Each dot indicates a synaptic site. Dot size decreases with distance 623

to its cluster’s center. Note, that the sensory neurons presynaptic to hugin neurons 624

innervate areas medial and ventral to the antennal lobes. 625

S4 Fig 626

Hugin receptor line CG8784-6kb-GAL4 drives expression in medial 627

neurosecretory cells (mNSCs) of the pars intercerebralis (PI) similar to 628

CG8784-GAL4:p65. A, Immunolabeling and semi-schematic representation of hugin 629

receptor CG8784-6kb-GAL4 expression pattern. In comparison with the 630

CG8784-GAL4:p65 BAC line (Fig. 7A,B), this line shows a more restricted expression. 631

However, the same prominent cluster of neurons (magenta) of the PI is labeled but only 632

few additional cells in the ventral nerve cord (grey circles). B-D, Double staining of 633

CG8784-6kb-GAL4 driving GFP expression suggests expression of CG8784 in (B) 634

Drosophila insulin-like peptide- (Dilp2), (C) diuretic hormone 44- (DH44) and (D) 635

Dromyosuppressin-producing (DMS) mNSCs of the PI. Scale bars represent 10µm (A) 636

and 5µm (B-D). 637

S5 Fig 638

Neurons connected by more than two synapses to hugin neurons were 639

reliably reconstructed. A, Distribution of synaptic connections to/from hugin 640

neurons. X-axis gives number of synapse per connection and y-axis occurrence. 641

Reconstruction of the pre- or postsynaptic neuron was attempted for every hugin 642

synapse. Red fraction was completely reconstructed, black fraction was not successfully 643

reconstructed due to either errors/ambiguity in the ssTEM data set (e.g. missing 644

sections) or failure to find a matching pair of neurons in both hemisegments. The 645

fraction of unaccounted synapses strongly decreases from 2 to 3 synapses per connection. 646

We therefore subsequently applied a threshold of at least a single 647

more-than-two-synapses connection (did not apply to sensory neurons).B, Completeness 648

of reconstruction of pre- and postsynaptic partners for each hugin neuron. Values in the 649

table give the percentages of pre- and postsynaptic sites that connect to a 650

above-threshold partner of hugin neurons which was successfully reconstructed. 651
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S6 Neuron atlas 652

Supplementary Atlas. Morphology and connectivity of reconstructed 653

neurons. Reconstructions of (A) hugin-PC, (B) hugin-VNC, (C) hugin-RG, (D) 654

hugin-PH neurons, (E) insulin-producing cells (IPCs), (F) DH44-producing cells, (G) 655

DMS-producing cells, (H) antennal nerve (AN) sensory neurons, (I) abdominal nerve 656

sensory neurons, (J) paired interneurons and (K) unpaired medial interneurons. A 657

dorsal view of each cell is shown on the left, and a frontal view on the right. Outline of 658

the nervous system and the ring gland are shown in grey and dark grey, respectively. 659

Number in the table is the number of synapses of given neurons onto (left) and from 660

(right) the hugin neuron indicated in the row. Neurons are displayed as corresponding 661

pairs of the left/right hemisegment with the exception of afferent neurons and unpaired 662

medial interneurons. 663
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